
Lucy & Leo™
Lucy & Leo’s main goal is to contribute

to growth and development of children, 

encourage their imagination 

and use of various skills, and, of course, 

to provide them with high-quality, safe 

and fun experience.

We believe that toys should provide 

high educational and developmental 

value for children, be comprehensive

and engaging to play.
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Let’s get
acquainted

Facts about us

Total production area of 9000 m2
OEM / ODM manufacturing

Founded in 2012

The product’s assortment is constantly updated. 
We release new toys every month. 

A foreign team of experts in fields 
of design, education and manufacturing

Representative offices
and warehouses in Europe and Asia
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We make 
kids 
happier!
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Why 
so many 
people
choose us?

The children products market is constantly growing, while the amount 
of quality toys is continuously dropping. By cooperating with the right 
manufacturer you can assure a «stable tomorrow» and avoid many 
problems.

100% quality guaranteed! If you are unsatisfied with the quality  
of a particular toy - you can replace it with another, regardless of a 
purchase  country. We take pride in our work and respect each and every 
of our clients.

With an average market price we produce premium-class toys. 
Among our clients are many companies from Japan, South Korea, 
America and Europe. People’s trust is everything to us.

In manufacturing we use only natural imported materials certified in 
accordance with European and American standards! Safety and quality 
- that is our motto. We pay close attention to health and development  
of children and select only the most practical and safe toys for production.

Unlike other Chinese manufactures we don’t separate quality by 
standards - like «export goods» and «home market goods». We have a 
unified quality standard - «safe for children». By purchasing a toy in China 
you can be sure, that it’s made exactly up to same standards as a toy sold 
in Europe or America.

Modern generation of kids are bound to their gadgets and smartphones. 
With that in mind we aim to produce the most interesting and useful 
toys, believing that we can make a contribution to our future generation 
by providing quality educational products.
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Working 
with us you 
will get

Toys promotion materials, including 
advertisement promotional videos 

and product photos

Fast shipping with 3 days from
order placement

Flexible discount system

Primary items are always in 
warehouse stock
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We pay special attention to the patenting of our developments and have exclusive 

rights to many toys. All our products are certified under international quality and 

safety standards.

EN71

EAC

GB6675

TM registration

U.S. ASTM F963-11

Patent

Certification

Our company is certified in accordance  

with the following standards:
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Brand
packaging

Original!

All our toys are sold in original branded packaging. We have our own unique 

style that distinguishes us from many other brands. Informative and colorful 

packaging helps to choose right and useful toys. All-English packaging with 

Hong Kong EAN-13 barcode.

All toys have patents for utility model and/or appearance in China and abroad. All rights reserved and protected by law. Counterfeiting and copying is prohibited by copyright law.

© 2019 Lucy&Leo Toys. All rights reserved.
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Want to be 
our partner?

Simple!

EUROPE
Phone: +372 880 4568  
Email: info@lucyandleo.eu 
https://lucyandleo.eu
https://lucyandleo.ru 
Office address: Parda tn 5 Kesklinna linnaosa, Tallinn,
Harju maakond 10151, Estonia,
 
CHINA 
Phone: +86 (0578) 5516282 
Email: info@lucyandleo.cn 
www.lucyandleo.cn 
Factory address: 17-19 building, Chuang Xin avenue, 
Bai Long Shan street, Yunhe county, Lishui city, 
Zhejiang Province, China. 
Zip code: 323 600 

SHANGHAI OFFICE & SHOW ROOM
273, Krspace, No.328 Huashan Road, 
Jingan District, Shanghai. 
Zip code: 200040

lucy-leo-toys

lucyandleo.eu
lucyandleo_ru

LucyandLeoEurope

Our partners:
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Our toys
Until recently, very few people 
knew about educational toys. 
Underestimated before, today 
these toys are quickly gaining 
popularity, which is made possible 
by our contribution and 
production of a wide range 
of carefully designed toys.
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Catalog content

Bead mazes

е

Wooden cubics Musical 
instruments

GamesInertia toysSmart cubes
& Busyboards

12

87 99

111

35 44

75
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Hammering toys Stackers & Sorters

Puzzles Lacing toys Magnetic labyrinths 
& mazes

Push & Pull
149140122

161 182 186
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Smart cubes
& Busyboards
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Lot LL187
Activity Cube #2
This universal cube combines several toys into one. On the top the 
child will find a maze of two curved rails, while the other sides have 
a xylophone, a sorter game and a different maze, where a wooden 
piece can slide along the grooves. The last cube side features a fun 
game with rotating disks and moving pieces. All sides are decorated 
with beautiful, colored images and fun characters.
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Lot LL248 
Activity Cube #1
A smart wooden cube is an educational toy 
for children aged 1 to 3. Each side of the cube 
features learning and entertainment games. 
One side is an abacus with multi-colored 
beads to learn basic math. Another side has a 
clock with free-moving hands to study time. 
Two other sides has sorter games to learn 
various shapes, while on the top of the cube is  
a maze game to develop motor skills.
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Lot LL206
Country Farm Activity cube
«Country Farm Activity Cube» is an educational toy for children aged  
1 to 3. It allows the young children to play and learn in a variety of ways. 
There are bright and captivating games and activities presented on each 
side of the cube. Two sides feature a geometrical sorter puzzle to learn 
basic shapes. Two other sides have dexterity games with cute farm 
animals. All cube sides are decorated with bright cartoon characters 
and images.
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Lot LL211
Circus Animals Activity cube
With this Activity Cube toy kids can have great fun in circus any time 
they want – and learn a lot of new things too! This toy cube features 
games and activities on each side of the cube. Firs is the sorter puzzle, 
to develop dexterity and explore shapes. Another side features a clock 
to learn more about telling the time. Next is a peg maze, which allows 
to pass the ball between playful circus seals. On the fourth side there are 
wooden doors revealing a magic show. Bottom of the cube features an 
animal guessing game and the top has a colorful bead maze.
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Lot LL205
Summer Garden 
Activity cube 
«Summer Garden Activity Cube» is an educational toy 
for children aged 1 to 3. It allows the young children 
to play and learn in a variety of ways. There are bright 
and captivating games and activities presented on each 
side of the cube. One side features a sorter puzzle to 
learn various shapes, other have peg puzzles to develop 
dexterity and coordination, on the top of the cube is a 
maze game to develop fine motor skills.
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Lot LL196
Jungle Expedition Activity table
Design to capture child’s attention and spark curiosity, this  
toy is decorated with colorful images and has many interactive 
parts. Wooden cogs can be rotated, beads can move along  
the rails and there are other pieces that can be moved along 
the grooves or rotated. Kids can solve puzzles, catch little 
wooden fish and much more! This multi-purpose toy engages 
a variety of vital skills and encourages exploratory gameplay,  
in which several players can participate and solve various 
puzzles together.
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Lot LL212
Seasons & Weather Activity cube
This universal cube combines several toys into one. On the top the child 
will find a maze of two curved rails, while the other sides have a xylophone, 
a sorter game and a different maze, where a wooden piece can slide along 
the grooves. The last cube side features a fun game with rotating disks and 
moving pieces. All sides are decorated with beautiful, colored images and 
fun characters.
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Lot LL251
My First Math
Math and arithmetic are important skills – and it’s great to start 
learning them at a young age. This educational set is aimed to 
help children make their first steps in math and have fun while 
doing it! The set consists of a smooth wooden board which has 
an abacus on top and grooves on the bottom. The grooves hold 
wooden cubes of different colors, which can be used to learn 
basic count – just follow the hints on the board and place them 
on the special counting groove. With some parental guidance 
this set will make a great gift to start exploring the world of 
math in a fun and engaging way.
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Lot LL232
What’s the time? Learning board
We all know how important time is – and the ability to tell it by 
looking at the clock. Children can learn this valuable skill with this 
educational set. It features a big clock with handles for hours and 
minutes, as well as a colorful overlay. Around the clock there are 12 
slots – each slot has a special block with number, which can be used 
to learn the hours and minutes. At the bottom there are slots for 
different times of the day. Parents can use these slots to set different 
time and help children to find the correct handle position. 
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Lot LL181
Space Adventure Activity board
Space Adventure theme busy board has various elements 
promoting learning and development through play. The space 
maze encourages spatial thinking and dexterity. The shapes 
of planets, gears and flying saucers are interactive and can me 
moved, pushed, pull and rotated to produce different kinds 
of movement and develop mechanical thinking. The included 
wooden hammer, cogs and space ship pieces can be used to 
take on the role of space engineer and explore space while 
employing skill and creativity.
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Lot LL184
The Time Learning board
The wooden Time Learning board can be used to learn time 
and clocks. It can show the concepts of minutes and hours 
and tell the time by looking at clock handles and wooden 
blocks. The board features images of various time intervals 
and a friendly clock with bright time segments. The time 
blocks can be put into slots to represent a digital clock and 
different times of a day. Parents can present this toy with 
some explanations and the child will soon be able to tell 
time by looking at real clocks and watches.
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Inertia toys
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Lot LL210
Safari Ramp Racing
The Safari Ramp Racing set features colorful slides and an 
assortment of small wooden cars. As the child places the cars 
on the start of the track, the cars will race down to the finish 
through several descending levels. The slide features bright 
images of Safari animals and attracts children’s attention with 
it’s unusual shapes and curves. 
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Lot LL204
Big Ramp Racing
The Ramp Racing set features colorful slides and an assortment 
of small wooden cars. As the child places the cars on the start of 
the track, the cars will race down to the finish through several 
descending levels. The slide features bright images and attracts 
children’s attention with it’s unusual shapes and curves. All pieces 
are made from quality wood and are pleasant to touch, while all 
paints used in this toy are eco-friendly and safe for play and use 
by kids.
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Lot LL167
Ramp Racing
The Ramp Racing set features colorful slides and an assortment 
of small wooden cars. As the child places the cars on the start of 
the track, the cars will race down to the finish through several 
descending levels. The game is fun and will keep the child occupied 
while presenting an opportunity to learn colors and improve 
motor skills. The Ramp Racing set features colorful slides and an 
assortment of small wooden cars. As the child places the cars on 
the start of the track, the cars will race down to the finish through 
several descending levels.
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Lot LL237
Forest Activities 
Wooden wall toy 
The Forest Tree is a great and unusual toy for young kids –  
and unlike most other toys it goes right onto a wall! It features a 
bright board decorated with all kinds of funny forest animals who 
all live in a great green tree. The tree has special branch-tracks 
and smooth, colored wooden balls. When a ball is placed on the 
top branch – it races down to the bottom of the tree, rolling and 
clacking along the way. 
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Lot LL239
Winter Adventure
Wooden wall toy
The Winter Adventure is an amazing and unusual toy for 
young kids – and unlike most other toys it goes right onto  
a wall! It features a bright board decorated with cute pandas 
who are doing winter sports riding down the mountain. 
When the little panda is placed on top of the slope –  
it starts riding down, doing flips and tricks along the way.  
The toy is great for active kids who like to make things 
move – and encourages motor skills and color exploration.
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Lot LL243
Mountain Circus
Wooden wall toy
The «Mountain Circus» is a wall mountable toy! It features 
a bright colored base board with circus characters. On top of 
the board there is a special ladder and a painter wooden block. 
When placed on top of the ladder, the block starts moving down, 
flipping along the way. The toy is great for active kids who like 
to make things move – and encourages motor skills and color 
exploration.
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Lot LL240
Sly Monkey Wooden wall toy
The «Sly Monkey» is a fun toy that can be mounted right on 
a wall! The toy consists of a brightly colored, jungle-themed 
board and a pair of special grooves. There are also several 
wooden monkeys included - when placed on the top of the 
grooves the monkeys will climb their way down! The toy 
is great for active kids who like to make things move – and 
encourages motor skills and color exploration. 
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Games
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Lot LL133
Animals Wooden
Memory cards
This memory game consists of 12 brightly painted wooden 
cards that can be sorted by pairing two animals together. 
The game helps children improve memory, logical thinking 
and problem solving, as well as familiarize themselves with 
different animals.
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Lot LL170
Circus-Emotions 
Magnetics figures
Circus is a great place to have lots of fun - and learn more 
things while playing! The «Circus-Emotions» magnetic figures 
set provides an excellent opportunity for kids to try different 
clothes on circus characters as well as experiment with different 
emotions. Each character has special magnetic pieces that 
allow them to change facial expressions - so kids can explore 
different scenarios and situations involving emotions.
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Lot LL291
Dino-Abacus
Wooden Toy
The bright wooden abacus with multi-colored bones will be 
an interesting and useful gift for a kid during preparation for 
school. Your child will learn to count faster and solve simple 
math problems. The abacus will help your child develop fine 
motor skills and logical thinking.
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Lot LL177
Arithmetical count
Magnificent wooden set of 135 pieces. It will help children to spark 
an interest in math, get hold of basic counting skills and explore 
concept of «more» and «less». It can be used both preschool 
and younger school age children. Wooden blocks have both the 
numbers and different objects painted on them, allowing counting 
of different categories of items. Math operands are also featured, as 
well as dots and counting sticks - to make up the wholesome math 
exploration experience.
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Lot LL283
Magic Triangle
Wooden Game
Have you been looking for a long time how to captivate your 
kid without gadgets? It’s easy to do now! The “Magic Triangle” 
toy 2 in 1 will take your fidget to good use! The game will help 
children to develop logical thinking, fine motor skills of hands, as 
well as remember colors and shapes! Together with your child, 
choose one of the two games presented: “Shape Sorter” — 
using spoons and tweezers, arrange the balls according to 1 of 
20 patterns. “Maze” — go through the maze holding fast balls. 
(We can say you confidentially that this fascinates even adults!) 
The game is made only from natural ingredients, which makes 
it safe for our youngest customers! All parts of the game are 
made of wood, while bright colors are provided by water-based 
paints. In the set: a double-sided wooden board, 2 spoons and 1 
tweezers for the shape sorter, 10 double-sided template cards, 
16 small balls, and 4 large balls. Suitable for kids aged 3+!
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Lot LL261
Caterpillars Board Game
Mischievous caterpillars started playing hide and seek! Find 
and catch them together with your kid using a magic wand 
with a magnet. You can adjust the level of difficulty of the 
game: -Using only a wooden base-stand and caterpillars, it 
is possible to develop fine motor skills of the child’s hands; 
-Adding colorful cards from the kit, the child can learn colors 
by arranging bright wooden caterpillars in their colored 
“houses”; -For the nimblest: unfold the caterpillars and 
fix green shutters with wooden parts. Try to catch all the 
mischievous caterpillars by moving the shutters! The game 
is also useful for developing logical thinking and creativity. All 
components of the game are made from natural materials 
and are completely safe for children. The toy is stored in a 
beautiful package so that your little ones will enjoy the gift 
even more! In the set: A wooden base board, 10 colorful 
caterpillar pieces, 7 colored cards with a drawing, a magic 
wand with a magnetic tip. Suitable for kids aged 3+!
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Lot LL250
Star Melodies Game Set
This set is a combination of a shape sorter and a musical 
xylophone. While playing, a child learns forms, develops fine 
motor skills, and learns sounds.
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Lot LL178
Guess who? Magnetic figures
The «Guess Who?» game is a fantastic opportunity for children to 
learn about different jobs and professions. The wooden case of a toy 
features a white/magnetic board, a marker, crayons, an eraser and a 
wide assortment of colorful magnetic figures with job related characters 
and items. Parents can use this set to make learning about professions 
an exciting game - the pieces can be arranged on the board in different 
ways and with markers and some imagination kids can play with many 
job scenarios while having a fun and educational experience.
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Lot LL179
«Dress Up» Magnetic figures
Kids love to explore different fashions and learn about new 
clothes! The «Dress Up» magnetic figures set provides an excellent 
opportunity to find new ways to dress for different occasions. 
The toy features a wooden box with compartment to store a 
wide assortment of colorful magnetic figures depicting clothing, 
characters and themed items. It also has a white/magnetic board,  
a marker, crayons and an eraser. 
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Lot LL191
Crocodile Balancing game
The Crocodile Balancing game is a quality entertainment and 
development toy. It includes a nice, smooth wooden crocodile 
and an assortment of colorful wooden sticks.
The goal of the game is to put all the sticks in the «Jenga» game 
style on the back of the crocodile. The game is fun and tricky, 
and it may take several tries before the tower of sticks can 
remain balanced, but it’s a great way to teach children careful 
planning and fine motor skills and test their abilities in a simple 
and fun challenge.
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Lot LL207
Birds and Cats Mosaic game
The «Birds and Cats» mosaic game is a fantastic way for 
children to learn logic and colors while playing an engaging 
game. The toy features a pleasant wooden board with slots, 
pegs and cartoon characters overlays. It also includes special 
cards which present different puzzles and arrangements of 
the pegs - the goal is to put birds and cats in positions shown 
on the cards. The game helps kids to develop logical thinking, 
learn new colors and use fine motor skills.
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Lot LL215
«Day&Night» Wooden toy set
«Day&Night» wooden toy set is specially designed to encourage 
development of young children while playing an interesting game. 
The set features a wooden base with 3 round pegs. Apart from the 
base there is an assortment of wooden blocks of different shapes 
and sizes. Each block is painted with eco-friendly paints and features 
images of forest animals - during the day on one side and during the 
night on the opposite side. The goal of the game is try different 
arrangements and fit all the blocks on pegs.
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Lot LL198
Little Friends Balancing game
«Little Friends» is an exciting and fun balancing stacker game for 
kids of age 3-5 and older. The goal is to stack wooden blocks in a 
tower while keeping them in balance. The blocks have different 
shapes and rounded edges to make them nice to handle and are 
decorated with colorful and friendly pictures to keep the child’s 
interest. This set is great to improve to coordination, motor 
skills and patience.
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Lot LL284
Animal Tower Wooden Game
Mischievous cubs got the colors wrong! Help the animals 
find their place on the cards in accordance with the colors 
and build a tower. The game was developed in collaboration 
with neuropsychologists and helps children develop spatial 
imagination, sharpness of reaction, logical thinking, and fine 
motor skills of hands. Show your imagination with your children! 
You can play the two main games from the set (“Indestructible 
Tower” and “Build a Tower by Colors”), as well as come up with 
your own scenarios! The game contains only natural elements, 
which makes it safe for our youngest customers! The pleasant-
to-the-touch details of the game made of wood, bright colors 
are provided by water-based paints. Our game is stored in a 
beautiful packaging so that your kids will enjoy the gift even 
more! In the set: 9 cards with colors, 36 figures of animals, and 
1 cube.
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Lot LL231
Sly Fox Educational set
The Sly Fox likes to play hide-and-seek very much – but it needs your 
help to hide among the colorful blocks! This stacker toy features a set of 
colored wooden pieces of different shapes and a friendly fox character. 
The goal of the game is to arrange the blocks and the fox in various ways 
according to the provided hint-cards. With 21 different combinations this 
is a great game for children to exercise hand dexterity, logical thinking and 
explore different shapes and colors.
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Lot LL219
Color Mosaic
Children love to learn while playing! The «Color Mosaic» 
toy is a fun way to learn more about colors while solving 
bright and funny puzzles. The toy features a pleasant 
wooden board with slots, pegs and cartoon characters 
overlays. Each overlay presents a new puzzle and 
challenges children to arrange colored pegs in a specific 
arrangement. The process helps kids to develop logical 
thinking, learn new colors and use fine motor skills to 
complete the puzzles. The toy is nice to touch and cute 
cartoon animals will keep the child interested and provide 
many hours of engaging playtime.
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Lot LL218
Figures & Emotions Smart stacker
The Shapes family has many different members – and all have 
different colors and moods! They like spending time together and 
need your help to find new ways to play. This toy features a set of 
wooden blocks with various shapes and emotions, colored blocks 
and base with rods. The pieces can be stacked on top of the rods 
according to 24 provided hint-cards.

LINEN 
BAG
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Lot LL236
Guess Who Game
«Guess who» Wooden game is a take on a classic Jenga game. 
Smooth wooden blocks are stacked in a tower - but these 
blocks are a little different. Each block has a different animal 
on it, and players take turns to pick an animal and remove a 
corresponding block from the stack. The animals can be picked 
using an included dice or special cards - kids will need to guess 
the animal to select a needed block.
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Lot LL220
Big Peg Mosaic
Mosaic puzzles are great for young, developing children! 
The Big Peg Mosaic toy features smooth wooden pegs  
of different colors, a wooden base with slots to fit the pegs,  
an assortment of overlays with bright, colorful and fun images, 
as well as cards with different mosaic variants. Children can 
try choosing different cards to get the pegs in the right order. 
It’s a great game to have fun and learn colors and patterns.
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Lot LL235
Hidden Birds Game
Classical children’s games are always fun to play. But this 
game of tic-tac-toe has a little twist to it! With a set of 
bright colored brids who can gooble each other up - playing 
it requires some strategy and logical thinking. It’s great to 
challenge your firends or parents and come up with clever 
ways to win - and exciting to see what your opponent 
might be up to. Made of quality wood and non-toxic, saliva 
resistant paints this game set will make a fantastic gift for fun 
and education.
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Bead mazes
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Lot LL113
Bead Maze #1
Colorful maze with beads and rings that ride on curved 
smooth rails. Playing with a maze toy is fun and interesting 
for younger children. The toy is excellent for developing 
hand motor skills while presenting a simple and engaging 
game.
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Lot LL114
Bead Maze #2
An unusual shape and colorful beads of this educational maze 
will immediately catch attention of any child as soon as you 
take the toy out of the package. The game is fun, engaging 
and helps to promote motor skills, logic and spatial thinking.
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Lot LL116
Bead Maze #4
Bright, curvy bead maze is an excellent toy for children 
aged 1 to 3. Regular play sessions with this maze help to 
improve spatial thinking, coordination and motor skills of 
a child while keeping the game simple and engaging for 
the youngest of kids.
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Lot LL146
Bead Maze #5
A maze toy for young children aged 1-3. Moving colorful 
wooden beads of different shapes on long curved rails helps 
to master spatial thinking and logic. While fun, this game also 
promotes finger and hand dexterity and teaches children to 
move objects in confident and coordinated way.
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Lot LL269
Bead Maze #7
A colorful maze with colorful wooden beads that ride on 
curved smooth, curved rails. Playing with a maze toy is fun 
and interesting for younger children! The maze is made 
of quality wood with smooth finish and painted with eco-
friendly, saliva resistant paints. It is safe, fun to play and 
excellent for developing hand motor skills while presenting  
a simple and engaging game.
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Lot LL147
Ladybug Bead maze
This maze will immediately capture attention of any kid. 
At the base of the maze is a bright, artistically painted 
wooden platform featuring a friendly Ladybug. 
This toy presents an entertaining game process which 
helps children train logical thinking and promote overall 
hand dexterity.
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Lot LL151
Bead Maze #6
A rail maze with wooden shapes is an educational toy 
aimed at developing logical thinking, motor skills and 
coordination. Wooden beads are pleasant to touch and 
can be moved along thick rails. These movements help 
to strengthen wrist and hand muscles of a growing baby.
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Lot LL171
Fish Bead maze
Wooden bead maze is a quality educational toy for 
children of 1-3 years. Wooden balls and rings can move 
along the metal rails, developing spatial thinking and 
motor skills. At the same time the toy promotes learning 
of colors and basic count. Colorful beads and images will 
engage the child in play and provide a great opportunity 
to become more smart and agile.
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Lot LL203
Big Maze #1
A maze toy is great for development of fine motor skills and 
spatial thinking while being fun and engaging for little children. 
And a Big Maze is even more exciting - it features 4 rails bent 
in curved shapes on different planes, and on each rail there are 
wooden beads of different shapes and colors. While the beads 
are fun to move around, the toy can be used by parents to teach 
different concepts to kids - such as color, shape and basic count.
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Lot LL172
Cat Bead maze
A maze toy with wooden beads and a colorful base featuring 
a funny image of a cartoon cat will catch child’s attention and 
invite for an exciting game. While moving the beads across the 
rails children develop spatial thinking and dexterity, learn color, 
shapes and basic count.
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Wooden cubics
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Lot LL166
Wooden Blocks Small set
A small set of wooden blocks is an educational toy for 
children of 1-3 years, who like to use their imagination to put 
together different block structures. The set allows to build 
a town with a candy shop and grocery store. There are also 
cars and funny animal characters to live in the small town. 
The pieces are crafted with a smooth finish and safe paints 
to provide an optimal learning and entertaining experience 
for children.

15
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Lot LL174
Wooden Blocks Medium set
Wooden blocks are all-time favorite toy for many generations 
of children. The set includes block of different colors and 
shapes: cubes, triangles, cylinders, bridges. By putting these 
pieces together children can create a whole town - and the 
set also includes small cars to travel around. Parents can also 
join the game and show the child how to create different 
buildings.

25
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Lot LL175
Wooden Blocks Large set
This big set includes block of different colors and 
shapes: cubes, triangles, cylinders, bridges. By putting 
these pieces together children can create a whole town 
- and the set also includes small cars to travel around. 
Parents can also join the game and show the child how 
to create different buildings.

35
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Lot LL244
Farm Wooden blocks
Wooden cube blocks are a classical toy for little kids. This block 
set features pictures of six farm animals, one for each side of 
a cube. Four cubes can be arranged together to produce a full 
picture - which requires dexterity, hand coordination and logical 
thinking. When not used, the blocks can be stored in a special 
linen pouch. Quality wood, smooth finish and eco-friendly paints 
ensure that kids can enjoy a safe and educational experience.
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Lot LL247
Smart Cubes Russian alphabet
Alphabet cubes is a classical toy enjoyed by many generations of 
children. The cubes are made of high-quality wood with smooth 
finish and are painted with eco-friendly, saliva resistant paints. 
Different sides of the cubes feature letters, numbers, pictures 
and shapes and can be used to learn alphabet, play guessing 
games and discover new colors, animals and items.
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Lot LL259
Wild Animals
This set of cubes is an excellent toy for young kids. Each side 
of the cube features a piece of a picture – and four cubes 
can be arranged to make the picture whole. For each picture 
the set includes a hint card. By putting the pictures together 
kids can learn new animals, develop logical thinking and have 
many hours of fun and exciting play!
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Lot LL249
Smart Cubes 
Russian alphabet
Toy cubes are a classical toy enjoyed by many 
generations of children. The cubes are made of high 
quality wood with smooth finish and are painted with 
non toxic, saliva resistant paints. Different sides of the 
cubes feature letters, numbers, pictures and shapes 
and can be used to learn alphabet, play guessing games 
and discover new colors, animals, shapes and items.
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Lot LL260
Guess who?
This set of cubes is an excellent toy for young kids. 
Each side of the cube features a piece of a picture – 
and four cubes can be arranged to make the picture 
whole. For each picture the set includes a hint card. 
By putting the pictures together kids can learn new 
animals, develop logical thinking and have many hours 
of fun and exciting play!
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Lot LL123 
Savannah Animals
This set of cubes is an excellent toy for young kids. The 
cubes are made of high quality wood with smooth finish 
and are painted with non toxic, saliva resistant paints. 
Each side of the cube features a piece of a picture – 
and four cubes can be arranged to make the picture 
whole. By putting the pictures together kids can learn 
new animals, develop logical thinking and have many 
hours of fun and exciting play!
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Lot LL262
Smart Cubes English alphabet
Alphabet cubes is a classical toy enjoyed by many generations of 
children. The cubes are made of high-quality wood with smooth 
finish and are painted with eco-friendly, saliva resistant paints. 
Different sides of the cubes feature letters, numbers, pictures 
and shapes and can be used to learn alphabet, play guessing 
games and discover new colors, animals and items.
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instruments
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Lot LL161
Whistle
A cheerful whistle in a shape of a bird will catch attention 
of any child at the age of 3 and older. This wooden whistle 
is nice to touch, is painted with safe water paint and emits 
a pleasant musical tone when blown into. A handy size 
allows children to carry it around in a pocket and make 
outside walks even more exciting with bird-like chirps of 
this whistle.
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Lot LL149
5 Tone Xylophone
A fun and colorful xylophone for children from 3 years 
will provide a fun and developing activity. Children can 
learn to connect musical tones in simple melodies while 
developing basic musical skills and coordinating smooth, 
wooden mallets to create their first masterpiece.
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Lot LL214
Singing Cats My first guitar
“Singing Cats” is a great toy for a young musician. This small 
guitar is made of quality wood and decorated with friendly 
colorful images of singing cats. The guitar features six strings, 
a comfortable neck and tuning head. Made specifically to sit 
comfortably in hands of children, this toy is an excellent gift 
and can become the first instrument of children’s journey 
into the world of music.
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Lot LL162
Harmonica
Wooden Harmonica toy features one full octave and 
allows children to familiarize themselves with notes 
and tunes, as well as learn simple melodies. The toy 
promotes coordination and articulation, is beneficial to 
musical hearing and speech development.
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Lot LL182
Carpenter’s set
Wooden carpenter’s workbench is a perfect for children 
from 3 to 5 years. The set includes an assortment of child-
friendly tools, such as a hammer, saw, screws, screwdriver, 
wrench, vice and several smooth wood pieces to practice 
on. The parents can show the child how to use them and 
with a little time the young carpenter can start to exercise 
his skills and imagination to take on his first handcraft 
projects.
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Lot LL222
Breakfast Cooking 
Wooden toy set
«Breakfast Cooking» wooden toy set is a great gift for 
young aspiring chefs! They will find a wide assortment 
of different tasty foods gathered on a smooth wooden 
tray. Apart from food items there also are some utensils 
and salt and pepper shakers. All pieces are made of high 
quality wood and skillfully painted with eco-friendly 
paints. This toy set is great for learning more about food 
and role-playing with friends and parents. 
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Lot LL241
Little Carpenter
The “Little Carpenter” game set is a toy for young children 
to learn about craftsmanship while playing. The set is made 
of plastic and quality wood with smooth to touch finish and 
features an assortment of tools arranged on a stand. These 
include a wooden saw, hammer, wrench, screwdriver – 
as well as special nails and screws to use the tools on.  
This game set is great for roleplay and encourages imaginative 
and creative thinking.
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Push & Pull
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Lot LL148
Roly Poly Mini car
Roly Poly is a nice wooden mini-car for the youngest 
of children. The car body is not painted, showing the 
beautiful beechwood texture. Smooth round wheels 
make the car roll on any surface, helping children to learn 
coordinated movements and develop sense of direction 
and speed.
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Lot LL156
Squeaker Car
Little children just love playing with cars. We present you 
and unusual take on a traditional toy - all-wood rolling 
car toy brightly colored with non-toxic water paint.  
It has a very smooth finish and can be rolled across 
various surfaces. The top of the car features a squeaking 
siren. It’s a great toy to develop different motor skills 
and will make a wonderful gift for both boys and girls.
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Lot LL150
Bead Maze Trolley
This wooden toy is an excellent combination of two 
activities for a little child. While the maze portion presents 
a fun game to move the colorful beads, the wheels allow 
the toy to be pulled around by a soft string across various 
surfaces.
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Lot LL255 | 256
Trolley Maze
Maze toys are one of the favorites among the young children. 
They are fun to play and help to develop fine motor skills and 
dexterity. But children also love toy which can be pulled around 
and have wheels – and this toy can do that too! It has smooth, 
round wooden wheels and a handy rope to take this maze 
anywhere the child wants. And to keep company during play 
and trips – there is a cute, cuddly plush animal sitting in the 
trolley!
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Lot LL159
Butterfly Pull toy
A wooden pull toy with a tangled maze on top is an exciting item for 
young, developing children at the age of 2-3. The toy can be pulled 
around with an attached rope and different wooden pieces can be 
moved along think, colorful rails. The game will require the child to 
use fine motor skill and coordination to move the pieces through 
holes in the wings of a painted butterfly.
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Lot LL193
Puppy Pull toy
A wooden Puppy Pull Toy will make a great friend to your 
baby. This cute little puppy comes with four handy wheels 
and a little tail-string! This simple toy is made of quality 
wood with a pleasant-to-touch finish and can rolled around 
by children of a young age, who are learning to use their 
developing motor skills to interact with environment and 
make things happen - and the little puppy-dog character  
will keep them company and engage their imagination.
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Lot LL192
Kitten Pull toy
This cute kitten will immediately catch the children’s attention. 
And the great part is - it comes with four handy wheels and 
a little tail-string! This simple toy is made of quality wood with 
pleasant-to-touch finish and can rolled around by children of 
a young age, who are learning to use their developing motor 
skills to interact with environment and make things happen - and 
the little kitty-cat character will keep them company and engage 
their imagination.
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Lot LL286
Car Wooden Toy
The “Car” wooden toy is a cute roll toy made entirely of wood. 
Only the wheels are fixed on metal bolts, but a child cannot get 
hurt — they are sunk in wood. The wooden car is ideal as a 
gift for a child of 1 to 2 years old. It is convenient to roll on any 
surface; thus, a child will develop coordination, receive primary 
knowledge of direction and speed. For this reason, educational 
roll toys are a must for any toddler.
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Lot LL287
Truck Wooden Toy
The “Truck” wooden toy is a funny roller toy made entirely 
of wood. Only the wheels are fixed on metal bolts, but a child 
cannot get hurt — they are sunk in wood. The wooden car is 
ideal as a gift for a child of 1 to 2 years old. It is convenient 
to roll on any surface; thus, a child will develop coordination 
and receive primary knowledge of direction and speed. For this 
reason, educational roll toys are a must for any toddler.
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Lot LL288
Bus Wooden Toy
The “Bus” wooden toy is a funny roller toy made entirely of 
wood. Only the wheels are fixed on metal bolts, but a child 
cannot get hurt — they are sunk in wood. The wooden car is 
ideal as a gift for a child of 1 to 2 years old. It is convenient 
to roll on any surface; thus, a child will develop coordination 
and receive primary knowledge of direction and speed. For this 
reason, educational roll toys are a must for any toddler.
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LL290
Great Magician Lacing Toy
What’s inside the magician’s hat? A coin, a rabbit, or maybe a 
hidden card? Hurry up, help him get ready for the show! The 
“Great Magician” game is an educational lacing toy with bright 
colorful details. It attracts the attention of little wizards and 
helps develop an understanding of shapes and colors, fine motor 
skills, and creativity. The game contains only natural elements, 
which makes it safe for our youngest customers! All parts of the 
game are made of wood, while bright colors are provided by 
water-based paints. Our game is stored in a beautiful packaging 
so that your little wizards will enjoy the gift even more! In the 
set: a wooden board, 30 wooden figures, 4 laces of different 
lengths. Suitable for kids aged 3+!
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LL289
Princess Wooden Lacing Toy
The cute princess is getting ready for a magical ball! Help her 
get ready for the celebration and use bright lace-up accessories 
to decorate her hair. The “Princess” game is an educational 
lacing toy with colorful details. She attracts the attention of little 
fashionistas with the ability to create unforgettable images, as 
well as helps develop an understanding of shapes and colors, 
fine motor skills of hands, and creativity. The game contains 
only natural elements, which makes it safe for our youngest 
customers! All parts of the game are made of wood, while colors 
are provided by water-based paints. Our game is stored in a 
beautiful packaging so that your little fashionistas will enjoy the 
gift even more! In the set: a wooden board (base), 30 wooden 
accessory figures, 4 laces of different lengths. Suitable for kids 
aged 3+!
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Lot LL160
Lion Bead Maze Trolley
Maze trolley «Lion» is a multifunctional wooden toy with 
an educational functionality. Suitable for children aged 1-3 
and older. The game effectively develops motor skills and 
coordination of movements. Wooden beads and platform 
are decorated with nice pictures and little wheels allow the 
toy to be pulled around using an attached rope.
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Lot LL245
Rainbow Tunes
The “Rainbow tunes” is an interestingly shaped 
xylophone toy – it has a rainbow-shaped base with  
metal plates of different colors, as well as wheels and a couple 
of smooth wooden mallets. This new take on a classical 
musical toy helps children to learn colors, try some basic 
tunes and roll the xylophone around while they are thinking 
about their next musical masterpiece.
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Lot LL242
My First Truck
“My First Truck” is a toy for the youngest of kids.  
It’s a classic truck toy made of high-quality wooden, 
finished and painted with bright, children-safe paints. 
Apart from the truck itself the toy features a small car 
and a helicopter, which can be put on the truck or 
rolled around on their own. It’s a toy for young, active 
children to encourage active play and exploration.
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Hammering 
toys
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Lot LL158
Hammer and Pegs
A knocker toy develops coordination, dexterity and attention. 
In order to drive the nails into the board, the child must use 
coordination and a good aim with a provided wooden hammer. 
All parts are made of quality wood and have a smooth finish, 
providing a safe and exciting experience.
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Lot LL223
Forest Owl Hammer and Pegs
A knocker toy is great for children as it develops coordination, 
dexterity and attention. The «Forest Owl» hammer and 
peg toy features a smooth, high-quality wooden stand with 
peg slots and decorated with colorful forest owl images.
Kids must use coordination and a good aim with a provided 
wooden hammer to hit the colored pegs, which are inserted 
into the base. 
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Lot LL168
Butterfly Pound and Tap toy
Wooden Pound and Tap toys are very exciting for active 
children. A handy little hammer can be used to pound 
colored round balls around the wings of a nicely colored 
butterfly base. While completely safe, this toy encourages 
children to coordinate the strikes of a wooden mallet 
on bright targets, and placing the balls in the holes of 
corresponding color helps to improve basic logic skills.
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Sorters
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Lot LL152
Color Stacker
This pyramid stacker toy introduces concepts of «one» and «many», 
«top» and «bottom», as well as helps to learn basic geometric 
shapes and primary colors. While stacking the colored wooden 
rings children develop motor skills, thinking and coordination.
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Lot LL153 
Cat Stacker
A pyramid stacker toy featuring delicate colors and smooth wooden pieces. 
The top piece is decorated with a fun artistic image of a cat. The game process 
is engaging for little kids and promotes logical thinking, teaching concepts of 
«higher - lower», «more» and «less». It helps to learn new color, shapes and 
basic count.
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Lot LL154
Mouse Stacker
This wooden stacker pyramid toy is created specifically 
for children up to 3 years old. The game teaches kids to 
compare and stack wooden blocks, introducing colors, 
shapes and count while keeping their attention with pleasant 
wood pieces and funny image of a cartoon mouse with felt 
ears.
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Lot LL157
Stacker Train
The stacker train is both a stacking game and a pull 
toy. This educational toy will have a positive effect on 
logical thinking, dexterity and movement skills. With  
a little parental guidance children can learn the 
stacking sequence and enjoy many hours of fun play, 
while the handy rope allows the toy to be pulled 
around and be taken anywhere.
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Lot LL208
Little Chick Train
The «Little Chick Train» is an exciting toy for little children - 
it’s both a sorter and a pull toy. Kids love to pull toys around, 
but with this toy it doesn’t stop there - bright, smooth 
wooden pieces can be stacked on the pegs according to color 
and shape. With a little parental guidance children can learn 
the different arrangements and enjoy many hours of fun play. 
«Little Chick Train» helps to improve dexterity, motor skills 
and coordination, which are very important for growing and 
developing children.
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Lot LL141
«Chooh» The Little Train
Chooh Train is a toy that provides several exciting activities 
for young kids. It features three platforms on smooth wooden 
wheels and a handy rope, so it can be rolled across a variety  
of surfaces. On the platforms features a bead maze, where 
bright wooden beads can be moved along smooth, curved rails.  
Two other platform have special pegs and an assortment  
of blocks.
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Lot LL155
Lion Family Stacker trolley
Sorting games are very beneficial to development of young 
kids - they are both intellectually engaging and fun. But why 
not double the fun by putting some wheels on it? A stacker 
trolley «Lion Family» is a wonderful gift for a child from 3 
years old. It’s made of quality beechwood and painted in 
bright colors.
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Lot LL221
Smart Truck Block sorter
«Smart Truck Block Sorter» is a toy for young children that 
encourages motor activity, logical thinking and knowledge of 
geometrical shapes. Kids enjoy rolling toys - and this little truck 
is made of handy smooth-finish quality wood and has wheels to 
enable rolling across a variety of surfaces. On top of the wheel  
base there are special slots in shape of basic geometrical shapes 
- kids can put corresponding colored pegs and blocks on top to  
make a complete truck.
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Lot LL257
Africa Puzzle 
An excellent toy that can captivate and keep your toddler busy 
with useful and interesting things for hours.
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Lot LL258
Farm Puzzle 
An excellent toy that can captivate and keep your toddler busy 
with useful and interesting things for hours.
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Lot LL265
Seasons Puzzle 
An excellent toy that can captivate and keep your toddler busy 
with useful and interesting things for hours.
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Lot LL266
Sunny Day Puzzle 
An excellent toy that can captivate and keep your toddler busy 
with useful and interesting things for hours.
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Lot LL224
Safari animals 
Wooden peg puzzle
The «Safari animals» wooden peg puzzle is a toy aimed at 
developing logical thinking and problem solving. The toy 
consists of a wooden board, decorated with themed, colorful 
images and painted with eco-friendly paint. On the board there 
are cut slots of different shapes. Each shape has a corresponding 
wooden piece that fits in that slot. The goal of the game is to fit 
all the pieces in similar slots.
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Lot LL225
Forest animals 
Wooden peg puzzle
The «Forest animals» wooden peg puzzle is a toy aimed at 
developing logical thinking and problem solving. The toy consists 
of a wooden board, decorated with themed, colorful images and 
painted with eco-friendly paint. On the board there are cut slots 
of different shapes. Each shape has a corresponding wooden 
piece that fits in that slot. The goal of the game is to fit all the 
pieces in similar slots.
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Lot LL227
Ocean and Sea animals 
Wooden peg puzzle
The «Ocean and Sea» wooden peg puzzle is a toy aimed 
at developing logical thinking and problem solving. The toy 
consists of a wooden board, decorated with themed, colorful 
images and painted with eco-friendly paint. On the board there 
are cut slots of different shapes. Each shape has a corresponding 
wooden piece that fits in that slot. The goal of the game is to 
fit all the pieces in similar slots. It’s a great game to learn basic 
problem solving and hand coordination skills.
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Lot LL226
Farm animals Wooden peg puzzle
The «Farm animals» wooden peg puzzle is a toy aimed at 
developing logical thinking and problem solving. The toy consists 
of a wooden board, decorated with themed, colorful images and 
painted with eco-friendly paint. On the board there are cut slots 
of different shapes. Each shape has a corresponding wooden piece 
that fits in that slot. The goal of the game is to fit all the pieces in 
similar slots. It’s a great game to learn basic problem solving and 
hand coordination skills.
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Lot LL229
Vehicles Wooden peg puzzle
The «Vehicles» wooden peg puzzle is a toy aimed at developing 
logical thinking and problem solving. The toy consists of a 
wooden board, decorated with themed, colorful images and 
painted with eco-friendly paint. On the board there are cut slots 
of different shapes. Each shape has a corresponding wooden 
piece that fits in that slot. The goal of the game is to fit all the 
pieces in similar slots. It’s a great game for young children to 
learn basic problem solving and hand coordination skills and 
enjoy playing with a colorful toy.
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Lot LL228
Polar animals Wooden peg puzzle
The «Polar Animals» wooden peg puzzle is a toy aimed at developing 
logical thinking and problem solving. The toy consists of a wooden 
board, decorated with themed, colorful images and painted with 
eco-friendly paint. On the board there are cut slots of different 
shapes. Each shape has a corresponding wooden piece that fits in 
that slot. The goal of the game is to fit all the pieces in similar slots. 
It’s a great game for young children to learn basic problem solving 
and hand coordination skills and enjoy playing with a colorful toy.
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Lot LL230
Geometric figures 
Wooden peg puzzle
The «Geometric Figures» wooden peg puzzle is a toy aimed 
at developing logical thinking and problem solving. The toy 
consists of a wooden board, decorated with themed, colorful 
images and painted with eco-friendly paint. On the board there 
are cut slots of different shapes. Each shape has a corresponding 
wooden piece that fits in that slot. The goal of the game is to fit 
all the pieces in similar slots.
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Lot LL197
Numbers Wooden peg puzzle
The «Numbers Puzzle» is an educational toy to help children 
learn the basic numbers and count. It features a smooth-finished 
wooden board with bright, friendly animal characters. Each of the 
animals is placed along a special groove is a shape of a number. 
Both the grooves and number pieces have pictures of something, 
that animals would like to have for lunch - something very tasty! 
Parents can play along with children to help them learn the numbers 
and basic count, while quality wood and eco-friendly paints provide  
a safe and fun experience.
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Lot LL201
Russian Alphabet 
Wooden peg puzzle
The Alphabet Peg Puzzle is an educational toy to help children learn 
letters of the alphabet. It features a smooth-finished wooden board 
with bright, friendly animal characters. Each of the animals is placed 
along a special groove is a shape of a letter. All animals have names 
that start with a particular letter – and the goal is to name them all! 
Parents can play along with children to help them learn the alphabet 
faster, while quality wood and eco-friendly paints provide a safe and 
fun experience.
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Lot LL163
Caterpillar Lacing toy
By stringing colorfully painted wooden beads on  
a thick string, children can lace together a friendly little 
caterpillar. This toy promotes hand movement and 
coordination while allowing the child to learn more 
about various colors and develop logic to put different 
elements together in a self-made toy.
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Lot LL190
Lacing Beads set
This colorful wooden beads are made in different shapes 
and feature three characters - a frog, a butterfly and 
a bird - and are to be laced with a special string with 
wood pegs on its ends, making it easy to thread through 
the beads. The game can be used to develop attention, 
fine motor skills and patience. It’s fun to put together in 
different combinations, allowing for many hours of play.
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and mazes
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Lot LL194
Sunny Valley Maze 
The Sunny Valley is a maze board that will keep a child engaged 
in fun and educational games for a long time. The board  
is painted in bright color with a beautiful scenery and has smooth 
grooves that form a simple, yet interesting maze. Wooden 
pieces with animal characters can slide along the grooves, so 
that each character can reach his destination. Parents can give 
the child some hints: «What does the mouse eat? Where does 
the dog live?”
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Lot LL195
Blue Lake Maze
The Blue Lake is a maze board that will keep a child engaged 
in fun and educational games for a long time. The board 
is painted in bright color with a beautiful scenery and has 
smooth grooves that form a simple, yet interesting maze. 
Wooden pieces with different characters can slide along the 
grooves, so that each character can reach his destination. 
Parents can give the child some hints: «What does the bird 
live? Where does the ladybug go?»
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Lot LL199
Funny Holiday Maze
The «Happy Winter» is an interesting and educational game 
set to learn about winter season in a fun and engaging way. 
The sliding wooden pegs can be moved along the grooves, 
while the colorful images tell about winter activities, clothes 
and games. This toy is a great tool for parents to explain 
winter season and holidays, as well as participate in a fun 
game together with their kids.
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Lot LL200
Happy Trip Maze
The «Happy Trip» is an interesting and educational game 
set to learn about traveling. The sliding wooden pegs can 
be moved along the grooves, while the colorful images 
illustrate different places and transport. This toy is a great 
tool for parents to explain travel to children, as well as 
participate in a fun game with their kids and take the bus 
to go sightseeing around the maze - or even a plane, if you 
want to!
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Lot LL185
Flowers Magnetic maze
A magnetic maze is a great toy for younger children to improve 
fine motor skills and dexterity. The «Flowers Maze» is a colorful 
and bright wooden maze that will easily attract the attention of 
kids. The toy has a special magnetic rod, which can be used to 
guide the smooth magnetic beads along the maze. Simple rules, 
cute cartoon characters and pictures make the game fun and 
engaging.
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Lot LL209
Smart Shapes Wooden maze
Logical thinking is a important skill for young children.  
The “Smart Shapes” wooden puzzle toy is created to help kids 
exercise problem solving while playing an interesting game. 
The wooden smooth-finished game board has a variety of 
different connected grooves – and colored wooden pieces, 
which can slide along the grooves. At the bottom there are  
3 slots with rotating blocks, which are used to select a new 
goal for the round. If you bring 3 corresponding pieces to these 
slots – you win!
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